


                            CZ CHAMPIONS CUP 2020  -  IPSC Tournament (Handgun + PCC)   

 

TERMS:             1.round - 29.3. ,  2.round - 31.5. ,  3.round - 13.9. 

MATCH:     Stages: 10 ,  Minimum rounds: 180 ,  Chrono,  GunCheck ,  E-scoring                           

RULES:      REGISTRATION:  The tournament is divided into 3 rounds. The shooter’s final result is made 

up from the sum of his 2 best results. 

Division: OPEN, STANDARD, PRODUCTION, PRODUCTION OPTICS, PCC, CLASSIC, REVOLVER 

Online registration will open 30 days before the beginning of each tournament round. 

Every shooter can be evaluated only in one division. Any change of division in the tournament 

can by allowed by MD, but at least 1 hour before beginning of the second tournament round.  

   REGISTRATION TO ALL TOURNAMENT ROUNDS: 

Tournament organizer allows registration to the whole tournament only in case the shooter pays 

the entry fee for all 3 rounds before the beginning of the first round. 

 

TEAM COMPETITION: Tournament organizer announces competition of teams - pairs for divisions: 

PRODUCTION, STANDARD, OPEN, PCC 

Every team must consist of two shooters of the same division (Membership in the same region isn’t 

required.) 

Teams can’t be changed after the ending of the first round. Team registration is free on email 

address:     alsaproteam@email.cz 

SHOOTING RANGE:   ZNOJMO - AKIM Oblekovice, CZE 

                     (Oblekovická 480, 671 81 Znojmo) 

ENTRY FEE:         50,- €  

Entry fee refund: Refund can be requested at least 14 days before the match begins. 

Entry fee is transferable to another shooter. 

TOMBOLA: 

General sponsor of the tournament – The CZ Uherský Brod contributed with a sponsorship donati-

on of three CZ P10 pistols. At closing ceremony of each round will be chosen one winner. 

 BASIC INFORMATION 

REGISTRATION:   WWW.ALSAPROTEAM.CZ 

mailto:WWW.ALSAPROTEAM.CZ


 
PAYMENT 

Entry Fee:  

  Pay the entry fee in such manner, that the money is received up to 

7days after registration. After this day competitors with unpaid status 

will be moved to WFM squad. Entry fee is transferable to another shoo-

ter. Variable symbol for your payment is the number you obtain during 

registration (the number before name in the shooters list). In case you 

are paying for more people, use only one number and inform the or-

ganizer via email. Refund can be requested at least 14 days before 

the match begins. 

In case of interest it is possible to register for the whole tournament. It is 

required to pay the value of the whole tournament, which is 3300, - 

Kč / 150 €. After that the shooter will be put into the list of shooters with 

automatic registration for all 3 rounds. Refund can be requested for 

each round in the time limit of 14 days before the beginning of each 

match.           

IBAN: CZ5620100000002101539389 

BIC/SWIFT: FIOBCZPPXXX        

 ALSA PRO SHOOTING TEAM 

  Martin Novotny            

Adresss:  Kollarova 8, 612 00  BRNO, CZE         

Bank: Fio Banka     

Kontakt :            

tel.: 00420 608 886 222 

mail: alsaproteam@email.cz 





 TEAMS 

ČASOVÝ PLÁN:  SOBOTA - Pre-Match, NEDĚLE - Main Match 

  Team competition = pairs competition 

Tournament organizer announces competition of teams for divisions: 

PRODUCTION, STANDARD, OPEN, PCC 

Team registration is free, only in online form on email address:  alsaproteam@email.cz 

Rules for team participation 

-Team must have 2 members of the same division. 

-Members of the team don’t have to be from the same region. 

- The round result of the team is made up from the sum of the percentual gains of 

both shooters achieved score in each round. The final team result is made up from 

the sum of the two best results of each shooter achieved in the tournament. 

- Winning teams will be announced at the closing ceremony after the ending of the 

third round. 

- After the ending of the first round it is impossible to change team composition. 

Team applications are sent to email address:   

alsaproteam@email.cz  

List of teams will be released on our web  

www.alsaproteam.cz 


